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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

------------- - x

UNITED STATES» I

Petitioner. t

v. ;

RAY C. BRCCE ANO BROCE l

CONSTRUCTION CO.. 1NC.S

No. 87-1190

------------- -x

Washington. O.C.

Tuesday. Gctooer A* 1988 

The above-titled natter cane on for oral 

argument before the Suprene Court of the United States 

at 10S00 o'clock a.n.
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appearances;

ROY T. EN6LERT* JR., Assistant to the Solicitor

General, Oepartaent of Justice, Washington, D.C. 

on behalf of the Petitioner.

GLENN E. CASEBEER, III, Coffeyvilie, Kansas, 

on behalf of the Respondent.
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PROCEEDINGS

CHIEF JUSTICE REHNQUISTS W«" 11 hear arguaent 

first this aornlng on No. 87-1190« United States against 

B roce •

Hr. Englert* you aay proceed whenever you're

r ea dy•

ORAL ARGUHENT OF ROY T. ENGLERT, JR.,

ON BEHALF OF THE PETITIONER

HR. ENGLERT; Thank you, Hr. Chief Justice, 

and may it please the Court, this case presents the 

question of whether defendants who plead guilty to two 

facially valid indlctaents have the right to claim 

later, for the first time on collateral attack, that 

they were guilty of only one crlae, despite what the 

I nd ictmen t said.

The Tenth Circuit held that defendants do have 

that right. We contend that they do not.

On Noveaber 17, 1981, a grand Jury in the 

District of Kansas indicted Ray Broce, Broce 

Construction Company, and the General Manager of Broce 

Construction Company on a single charge of Sherman Act 

conspiracy. The Indictment specifically alleged that 

the conspiracy began in or about April, 1978, and had as 

Its object the rigging of bids on a road construction 

project In Meade County, Kansas, let on April 25, 1978.
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On February 4« 1982» the grand Jury returned 

its second Indictment* This indictment also alleged 

Sherman Act conspiracy» specifically alleged this 

conspiracy began in July of 1979 and had as Its object 

the rigging of bids on a Barton County construction 

project that was let on July 17» 1979» also In Kansas*

In late January of 1982» the Government and 

the defendants were already engaged in plea 

negotiations» and by the time the second indictment was 

handed up» the defendants had agreed to plead guilty to 

the Meade County and Barton County charges*

The Government» for Its part» had agreed not 

to prosecute these defendants any further for bid 

rigging In either Kansas or Oklahoma» to dismiss one 

count of mail fraud against the corporation» and to make 

certain recommendations at sentencing*

The gul ity pl ea s we re duly take n on F eb ru ary

In a wr itte n statem ent of facts 1 n supp or t of

» the Go vern me nt des cr 1 bed the t wo

ies* Th e stat ement shows that e ach of t he two

Invol ved 1 n th e Ind 1 ctments was the quid P ro

onces s lo ns tha t Br oc e made to th e

rator s •

In t he case 0 f the April 25» 19 78 b idle tt ing»

a tr ade-off 0 f save ra 1 pro Jects tha t we re let
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on that data • In tha case of the July* 1979 bidletting* 

Broce paid 375*000 to a co-conspirator who Mould 

otherelse have bid competitively.

Nothing In that written statenent of facts 

suggests any relationship between the April* 1978 

conspiracy and the July* 1979 conspiracy. In fact* 

there was sene colloquy at the plea-taking hearing in 

which Hr. Broce* under oath* aentioned that he would not 

trade off a Cray County project that was to be let at a 

subsequent bid letting for the Heade County project* 

because he Intended each letting to stand on Its own.

The facts of this case were visited one more 

time* on Harch 15» 1982* when the defendants were 

sentenced. The Government prepared an official version 

of the offense* which was Included in the pre-sentence 

report of the defendants. Like the statement of facts 

In support of the pleas* the official version of the 

offense described the two conspiracies in some detail* 

again saying what the quid pro quos were. Again* It 

showed no relationship between the April* 1978 and July* 

1979 conspiracies.

Furthermore* the official version of the 

offense made explicit what had been implicit all along. 

It said In so many words that there were two separate 

conspiracies giving rise to the Indictment.

6
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The defendants were given an opportunity at 

sentencing to contest anything contained in the official 

version of the offense* and they did have sox quarrels 

with it* but no quarrel at all with the proposition 

there were two separate eonsp iracies.

In early 1983* a decision was handed down in a 

separate but related Kansas bid rigging —

QUESTION} Hell* what about the — how* were 

they sentenced separately for the two conspiracies?

NR* ENGLERTS Yes. Hr. Broce received a 

$50*OCO fine for each of the two Shernan Act 

conspiracies* as well as a 11*000 fine for nail fraud.

He received concurrent two-year sentences.

The corporation received --

QUESTIONS Was there soae acKnow|edgenent that 

they alght have been sentenced consecutively?

HR. ENGLERTS That was explicit In the plea

agreements* yes* your Honor.

QUESTIONS Explicit?

HR. ENGLERTS Explleft.

The decision in United States v. Beachner 

Construction Company came down In early 1983. The 

District Court held In that esse that all the bid 

rigging on highway construction projects in Kansas* 

throughout the entire period of the 1960's and 1970's*

7
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was ore aasslve* continuing* ongoing conspiracy*

The Broce defendants sought to take advantage 

of the Beachner ruling* even though they had already 

aoaltted participating in two conspiracies* In a Rule 

35 notion* they asked the District Court to hold that 

because they had been guilty of only one conspiracy* 

even though they had pleaded to two* their sentences 

were Illegal* and the corporation's 9750*000 — the 

corporation's fine had to be reduced by $750*000* the 

Individual's fine by $50*000.

QUESTION! Were these two conspiracies 

Included in that overall one?

HR* ENGLERTI Yes* the theory of Beachner* 

your Honor* Is that there was just one conspiracy on 

every —

QUESTIONS Including these two?

HR* ENCLERTi Including these two* every 

highway construction project in Kansas throughout the 

60* s and 70's*

The Governaent strenuously contested the 

defendants* data that they had the right to escape from 

their prior plea bargains on the basis of Beachner* 

although the Governaent stipulated that the Court could 

consider the Beachner record.

The District Court agreed with the Governaent

8
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that tha defendants' guilty pleas foreclosed their 

belated attempt to contend that they had been guilty of 

only cne conspiracy. In so ruling* the District Court 

relied upon the First Circuit's ruling in Kerrigan v. 

United States* which says that if the defendant* once he 

pleads guilty to aultiple conspiracies* cannot contest 

the theoretical and factual foundations of the 

Indictment or Indictments alleging those conspiracies.

The Tenth Circuit* sitting en banc* reversed 

and remanded. In a ruling that It has since 

acknowledged was erroneous* the Tenth Circuit first held 

that the defendants' right not to be sentenced twice for 

the same offense* when they had only committed one 

offense* was "absolute** and not subject to forfeiture or 

waiver in any way* no matter how hard they tried.

The Court also held that the question of one 

conspiracy versus two required factual proceedings on 

remand* and the Court therefore sent the case back to 

the 0Istrlet Court.

On remand* the District Court simply followed 

Beachner and held that there was one aassive conspiracy* 

and that therefore these two bid riggings were part of 

that massive conspiracy.

QUESTIONI All of these proceedings after the 

plea agreement and since were under Rule 35?

9
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HR* ENGLERTl They purported to be brought 

under Rule 35» your Honor. Technically» 1 don't think 

that's the correct way to bring allegations like this.

I think technically It should be brought in a 2255 

proceeding» but that issue was not raised In the lower 

courts» and It purported all to be under Rule 35.

Me appealed —

QCESTION 1 0o you think that anything that can 

be brought under Rule 35 can also be brought under 

Federal habeas?

MR. ENGLERTl No» not necessarily* your Honor.

But as I understand Rule 35» the purpose of 

Rule 35 Is to correct sentences that the legislature did 

not Intend for the crimes for which the defendants had 

been conv icted•

We don't think the procedural posture of this 

case aakes any difference. The basis Issue is the 

Constitutional Issue.

We appealed the District Court's ruling 

vacating the defendants' conviction and sentences for 

the second conspiracy» but the Tenth Circuit affirmed. 

The Tenth Circuit now acknowledged its earlier error in 

saying that the double jeopardy right was absolute» but 

It said the Issue now was whether the guilty pleas 

theaselves "waived the double Jeopardy protection" and

1C
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it found no such waiver.

We're here today arguing that the Tenth 

Circuit's decision should be reversed. We think there 

are two Independently sufficient reasons why the results 

should not be as the Tenth Circuit saw it.

First* the Tenth Circuit coapletely overlooked 

the fact that the way to raise and resolve factual 

disputes is not to plead guilty* but to litigate those 

disputes after a plea of not guilty. The holding of the 

Tenth Circuit* that litigation of factual disputes can 

be postponed until after a guilty plea* is absolutely 

unprecedented.

Second* the pleas In this case Induced the 

Government to rely on those pleas In dismissing other 

charges. The Government's detrimental reliance* we 

think* Is also a basis for holding the defendants to 

their pleas.

We think both of these factors serve to 

distinguish henna v. New York and Blackiedge v. Perry* 

the only two cases in which this Court has aver held 

that a defendant can escape from a guilty plea entered 

knowingly and voluntarily on advice of competent counsel 

through proper procedures.

QUESTIONS hr. Englert* can I ask you a 

quest Ion? I know you don't argue this* but is It not

11
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theorat leal ly possible* at least* that the one ongoing* 

complete conspiracy that went on for «any* «any years 

was one crime* and that pursuant to that conspiracy* 

from time to time* the defendants would enter Into 

separate bld-rlgglng agreements on particular Jobs* 

which could be both pursuant to the overall conspiracy 

in one sense* but also separate violations of the law In 

themselves* So that couldn't you* at least 

theoretically* say that there were two conspiracies* 

even though there was one ongoing conspiracy?

HR* ENGIERTJ Your Honor* I'd like to be able 

to say that* but I don't think I can in this case*

First of all* this is an antitrust case* 

QUESTIONS I understand*

MR* EhGLERTs And so* there Is no substantive 

offense that corresponds to the conspiracy offense* the 

conspiracy to rig bids*

If this were a drug case* for example* we

could —

QUESTION* I understand* But why couldn't you 

have* say* a written agreement that for the next 15 

years*'we'll all agree on bids* and then we'll have a 

paragraph agreement that says that every time a bid 

comes up* we'tI enter Into another written agreement 

fixing the specific prices on this deal? And wouldn't

12
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both of those b« separate violations of the antitrust

laws?

I know you don’t argue it* but 1 just wondered

why •

HR* ENGLERTt Well* your Honor* that's 

consistent with what the Sixth Circuit said» in a case 

called In re Grand Jury Proceedings* Involving Deiard 

Electric Coapany and the Sargeant Electric Company* In a 

ccnspiracy In Kentucky*

We hesitate to endorse the Sixth Circuit's 

approach* We have soae problem under Braveraan with the 

proposition that there are things that can be prosecuted 

separately as parent conspiracies*

QUESTIONS Braveraan* you think* Is the 

obstacle to that?

HR* ENGLERTt That is the obstacle we see*

But we certainty would be delighted If this Court so 

held*

When a defendant is faced with crlainal 

charges* he has essentially two choice* He can put the 

Government to Its proof* or he can plead guilty* The 

whole point of a guilty plea is to substitute an 

admission of the Government's allegations for the right 

to put the Governaent to its proof and have those 

allegations adjudicated by the Court and the jury*

13
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The choice between these twe options» once 

made» Is not revocable simply because the defendant 

later thinks better of it* In particular* as a factual 

matter» the defendant has to put the matter In Issue and 

get it resolved before pleading guilty» or else forget 

about pursuing the Issue*

This is In essence exactly what the First 

Circuit said In Kerrigan» and we think the Kerrigan 

approach Is exactly the one this Court should adopt*

We think that approach follows pretty readily 

from henna Itself. There Is a long footnote in the 

henna opinion which Is the subject of most of the 

Interpretation in the lower courts of that case* The 

Court said In that footnote two things that we think are 

v ital iy I apertant•

First of all» It said that a plea of guilty 

quite validly removes the Issue of factual guilt from 

the case*

Second» the Court expressly limited Its holdings to 

the situation In which the Invalidity of the indictment 

can be "Judged on Its face*" We think the upshot of 

those two observations together Is that when the 

Indictment Is valid on Its face» and a claim of 

Invalidity depends on factual matters* the plea of 

guilty quite validly resolves those factual Issues*

14
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QUESTION} You aon•t really get to any double 

Jeopardy claim* because on the facts to which the 

defendant agreed» there was no dud* There were two 

separate conspiracies*

MR* ENGLERTt That*s precisely right* your 

Honor* It's just like a defendant who pleads guilty* 

and then says later* "Well* 1 was really innocent." On 

the facts he admitted* he was guilty* whether or not he 

later eta las the facts are otherwise.

It's just the saae way when a defendant adaits 

he's guilty of two conspiracies*

QUESTIONS Well* Isn't there soae argument 

that they didn't agree to those facts at all? Isn't 

there soae argument that he didn't really agree that 

there were two conspiracies?

MR* ENGLERTt I'a not aware of any such 

argument* your Honor* There Is —

QLESTIONS You think the Indictment was clear 

enough to aaka that clear?

NR* ENGLERTS I think the Indictment was clear 

enough to aaka that clear*

QUESTIONS Isn't there soae argument that It

wasn't?

NR* ENGLERTS There Is soae argument that the 

Indlctaent was vague* but even — I think that argument

15
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is quite wrong. The indictment said that one conspiracy 

began In April* 1978 and one began in July* 1979. If 

those allegations are true* there are two conspiracies.

Even if the Indictment were vague* the 

Government said In so many words* In the official 

version of the offense* there were separate conspiracies 

here. The defendants were given an opportunity* on the 

record* to say otherwise* and they declined that 

opportunity•

The record in this case couldn't be clearer 

that the defendants agreed that there were two separate 

conspirac ies.

Now* the Tenth Circuit's only response to the 

argument I've just made* based on Henna* was a single 

sentence saying that the facts admitted In a guilty plea 

go only to factual innocence or guilt and not to whether 

there were two conspiracies. The Tenth Circuit followed 

that sentence with a citation to the Ninth Circuit's 

decision in Launlus v. United States.

The problem with the Tenth Circuit's response 

Is that Launtus doesn't support It* no other case 

supports It* and no logic supports it. There's no 

reason why a defendant making factual admissions should 

get to escape from those factual admissions when he's 

arguing multiplicity* even any more than what he's

16
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saying aftar tha fact» "I pleaded guilty» but what I 

said wasn't true. I was raally Innocent."

New» on this subject» I want to digress for a 

mcaent anti discuss tha Fifth Circuit's decision In 

United States v. Atkins» which case down after Broce» 

and Is — tends in the sane direction as the decision In 

B roce•

The Fifth Circuit divided all these cases Into 

three categories. The first category Is cases tike 

Henna» In which It's clear fron the face of the 

indictnent that there are Invalid charges. In those 

cases» of course» at least in the absence of a plea 

bargain» one grants relief.

The second category Is cases In which It's 

clear fron the face of the Indictnent that there are two 

separate cr|nes$ and in those cases» the Fifth Circuit 

said» relief can be denied.

In the vast middle category» in which the 

Indictment neither proves conclusively nor disproves the 

existence of separate crines» the Fifth Circuit said the 

Censtitution a I ways commands an evidentiary hearing on 

these col later a I attacks.

We think that Broce falls Into the Atkins 

court second category. In other words» we think the 

record shews conclusively there were two conspiracies»

1?
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and the Tenth Circuit had no business letting the 

defendants supplement and contradict their prior factual 

atin issIon s*

But I think it*s also Important for the Court 

to understand that we think Atkins Is quite wrong In 

saying that the Constitution requires evidentiary 

hearings In cases of ambiguity* The correct 

categorization* In our view* Is Just two categories; 

the henna cases* In which you can tell from the face of 

the Indictment that there Is an Invalid charge* and all 

other cases* in which the defendant should not be 

ent It led to re I lef•

The reason why the defendant should not be 

entitled to relief is that he has the opportunity* by 

seeking a bill of particulars* by litigating* to put the 

Governaent to Its prove In cases of vague Indictaents* 

to aake the Government supplement the allegations* and 

to sake any counter allegations he wants* There's no 

reason why he should be allowed to postpone until after 

his guilty plea litigation over Issues he could have 

resolved before the guilty plea*

QUESTIONS Mr* Englert* Is It really true that 

you could say so categorically* In Manna* that there was 

no factual admission there? khy couldn't you Interpret 

the plea to the second Indlctaent in Menna as admitting

16
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the fact that there was no prior trial and punishment 

for this saee offense* Just as here you want to 

interpret it as admitting that there are two separate 

conspiracies instead of just one?

MB# ENGLERT; Your Honor* I don't think that 

would be a factual admission*

QUESTION! Whether or not It there was a prior 

trial for the same offense? Surely* that's a fact*

NR* ENGLERT! Well* It was undisputed that 

there was a prior trial for the same offense in that 

case* Maybe New York could have argued that* but New 

York certainly didn't try to argue the case on that 

bas is*

QUESTION! Well* you lean it would be —- this 

case should cone out differently if It were undisputed 

that in fact there was only one conspiracy?

HR* ENGLERT! If It had been undisputed at the

t iae —

QUESTION! No* not at the time* I naan now.

You wouldn't assert that if you now admitted 

there was Just one conspiracy that your case is gone*

You would still say* even If there was only one* it's 

too late to raise that* right?

MR* ENGLERT! That's correct*

QUESTION! I don't see why It's any different

19
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In Henna* Why can't you regard the plea In Henna as 

being an adalsslon that there was no prior trial for 

that offense?

It's an adalsslon that's contrary to the fact* 

to be sure» but It's an adalsslon of fact» Isn't It?

HR• ENGLERTj Well» all I can say» your Honor» 

Is the Court certainly didn't look at It that way*

The Court viewed the plea In Henna as not a 

series of factual adalsslons but as siaply an admission 

of factual guilt» to be sure» but the validity of the 

Indictment on Its face was left open*

There was no doubt at the time of the guilty 

plea» or at any other time In the Henna» Justice Scalia 

that there had been a prior trial. And that was not 

what people were fighting about*

What we were fighting about» potentially 

fighting about In this case» was what potentially was a 

bona fide dispute between the Government and the 

defendants» about whether there was one conspiracy or 

only two*

QUESTIONI Walt» but once again» you wouldn't» 

you wouldn't say —» would you say to make a difference 

In this case» If there was doubt whether there was one 

conspiracy or two at the time? You admit there was 

doubt» right?
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MR. ENGLERTi There was no doubt raised by the 

defendants* There has been doubt injected later on by 

the ruling in Beachner*

But the litigable — the point is* there was a 

litigabie issue» and it was the defendants who failed to 

litigate the issue* In Menna» nobody thought there is a 

litigabie Issue over whether there had been a prior 

trial* But that litigabie —

CUESTIONl Okay» but that's a different point 

froa which you've been — froa the one that you've been 

urging on us* It Isn't a aatter of fact versus no 

fact* It's a aatter of litigabie fact» or» you know» 

plausibly disputed fact» versus not plausibly disputed 

fact* Is that the line you wsnt us to draw?

MR. ENGLERT2 It's not just plausibly 

disputed. It's that the Governaent is In fact advancing 

a position» in this case» the position that there were 

two consp iraci es» as opposed to In Menna» the State was 

not advancing the proposition at any tlae that there had 

been no prior trial* If the State» If the Government» 

in charging advances a factual proposition In complete 

bad faith» and the Issue Is not even litigabie» then we 

might have a difference case*

But what we have here Is the defendant said 

there were two conspiracies* The defendants — excuse
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me» the Government said there Mere tMO conspiracies*

The defeneants didn't say otherMise. At best» the 

factual dispute developed later on*

What we had In henna was the State said» you 

pleaded guilty to a previous offense» but we have as a 

natter of law a separate defense* There was no question 

In henna» in the guilty plea proceedings» of the 

Government saying one thing and the defendant admitting 

that*

In other words» there was no fact» no factual 

allegation that there had not been a prior trial for the 

defendant to admit* In this case* there was an explicit 

factual allegation of two conspiracies for the defendant 

to admit*

One of the reasons why —

CUESTIONS Just to pursue that — if In henna 

there had been an allegation that there had been prior 

conduct disposed of by an earlier plea and a further 

assertion that the earlier plea was for a different 

transaction» or a different occurrence» then there would 

have been double Jeopardy?

HR* ENCLERTi I think not» if there had been 

an assertion It was for a different transaction or 

occurrence*

The only Issue in henna was whether» as a
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matter of law* the contempt charge and the failure to 

appear before the Grand Jury charge were under New York 

law* the saae offense*

QUESTIONt But your response to Justice Scalla 

was that it depends on whether or not It's a dispute 

matter In taking* In the taking of the plea*

MR* ENGLERT; Yes* and I think if the disputed 

matter had been whether there were separate occurrences 

giving rise to the two charges In Menna* that would be a 

factual dispute between the Government and the 

defendant* that the defendant wouid have to put in issue 

In order to have a right to raise that issue*

QUESTION; And if there had been any factual 

allegations of the prior conviction In Menna* there 

wouid then — the case would then be like the Instant 

one ?

MR* ENGLERTS I'm sorry* I didn't hear you* 

QUESTION; The case would be like the Instant 

one* if there had been factual allegations of what 

occurred in Menna?

MR* ENGLERT; I think so* I think that's the 

Import of the Court's footnote* saying we are only 

holding that when two Indictments* judged on their face* 

charge the same offense* then the defendant gets to 

raise his double jeopardy claim later*
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QUESTIONS Mel It except when we talk about "on 

the facet* we talk about the records that we can look to 

the aake the deternInation* And heret in your caset we 

can look at the record of the later proceeding and see 

there's only one conspiracy*

NR. ENGLERT! I think nott your Honor*

I think that later proceedings never — wellt 

the later proceeding in Beachner should have taken 

place* The later proceeding In this case never should 

have taken place*

There Is no reason why the defendants had any 

right at all to raise that Issue after their pleas of 

gul Ity*

One of the reasons why defendants should not 

be allowed to postpone the litigation of factual Issues 

until after their pleas of guilty and this Is the second 

reason why we think the Tenth Circuit was wrong Is 

because It gives then an opportunity to sandbag the 

Governaent*

They can say* "Okay» let's get some 

concessions fron the Governnent» and we will plead to 

certain charges In exchange for those concess Ions •"

Then» once the Governnent has given up Its prosecutorial 

opportunities» and evidence has becone stale» the 

defendants then cone in and say» "Now that we've gotten
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our part of tha bargain* It's tiiaa to go back and 

revisit the admissions made»* We don't tftink that 

should be allowed*

This Court's decision two terms ago* in 

Ricketts v* Adamson* supports our position that a 

defendant who enters into a plea bargain Is In a 

different position than a defendant who simply pleads 

gul Ity•

In Henna and Blaokledge* as far as the face of 

the opinions disclose* there was no plea bargain* Even 

If there was* there was only one charge In each case* so 

It appears that all the Government could have bargained 

away was its right to make certain recommendations 

concerning sentence on the very Invalid charges charged 

In those indictments* So* those bargains would have 

failed from Invalid consideration* even If there had 

been plea bargains*

This Is a different case* The Government 

could have brought charges In Oklahoma* and there's no 

doubt that there would have been no double Jeopardy 

objection to bringing charges In Oklahoma* whether or 

not the Kansas charges were for the same conspiracy*

The Government did not bring those Cfc lahoma 

charges specifically because the defendants pleaded 

guilty to two Kansas charges* It's not hard to Imagine
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what would have happened if the defendants had raised 

this issue* this double Jeopardy issue that they now 

raise* in 1S82 before pleading guilty*

First of all* we would have litigated the

Issue*

QUESTIONS You don't raise a double Jeopardy 

Issue* at least you don't raise one successfully* before 

you plead guilty* because — you raise a Multiplicity 

obJec 11 on *

HR* ENGLERTs Yes.

QUESTIONS Jeopardy doesn't attach until 

either the first witness Is sworn or* you Know* 

whatever* or a court trial*

HR* ENGLERTS Of course* your Honor* That's

cor rect •

If they had raised their Multiplicity issue In 

1S82* we would have litigated over the issue. If we had 

lost* we would have charged thea In Oklahoma and gotten 

nore than one conviction* not the single conviction — 

or at least tried to get aore than one conviction* not 

the single conviction without our having the opportunity 

to get any other convictions that the Tenth Circuit has 

now given thea*

I'd like to reserve the reaalnder of ay tiae 

for rebuttal*
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QUESIGN! Very wall* Mr* Casebeer, we'll now 

hear from you*

ORAL ARGUMENT OF GLENN E. CASEBEER, II*

ON BEHALF OF THE RESPONDENTS

MR* CASEBEER: Thank you*

QUESTIONS How do you pronounce your client1*

name?

MR* CASEBEERS Broce.

QUESTION! Broce?

MR* CASEBEER! Mr* Chief Justice, and may It 

please the Court, Respondent submits in this case that 

the lower court's decision, the Tenth Circuit's 

decision, Is absolutely compelled by this Court's 

reasoning and Icgic In Henna and Blackledge*

I'd first like to deal with the factual issues 

that counsel for the Government has referred to, because 

there's substantial variation In our Interpretation of 

the facts and their Interpretation of the facts*

There Is no question that an original 

indictment was brought against Broce Construction and 

Ray Broce, and his chief foreaan, for bld-rlgglng 

activities in Kansas* And It naaed a certain project*

Me are not here disputing the factual basis 

for that indlctaent, or that indeed the defendants were 

guilty of the crime as alleged*
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It nas not until January of 1982« after the 

Government notified Nr* Broce» when he was set to go to 

trial» that In the event you proceed to trial* we will 

bring another indictment against Ray Broce* Broce 

Construction. This was consistent* as we've alleged In 

our brief* with the Government's position in each case* 

because every defendant who approached trial was 

notified that they were going to be Indicted again.

Now* when the significance of this comes about 

when you look at the Government's own statesent* when It 

talks about the Government's theory of the case. They 

talk about the fact that they felt Ray Broce and they 

have evidence to believe Ray Broce was Involved In at 

least 26 of these such activities* on various projects.

QUESTIONS hr. Casebeer* sir* when you talk 

about the Government's own statement* do you mean their 

statement In this Court* or In the indictment* or In the 

official statement for sentencing? At what point?

HR. CASEBEERS The official stateaent.

QUESTIONS For sentencing?

HR. CASEBEERt Yes.

The Government's — what they titled their 

official version of the offense — they talk about the 

fact that there were 26 projects between Hay of 1977 and 

July of 198G* eight of which went to Broce* and two of
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those» or which are Included In the case that's before 

this Court now.

New» the Government — when you take It fron a 

businessman's point of view» we're now in a position 

where the Government is alleging that we say have 

potentially 26 future trials, how» the heart of this 

whole case goes to the Governaent's Invasion of the 

double jeopardy clause» In the position that they were 

taking» which we say Is completely contrary to 

Braveraan. That --

QUESTIONS Well» an Indictment doesn't raise 

any double jeopardy problems until double jeopardy 

doesn't attach until you either — untl I you go to 

trial» or until you're sentenced.

NR. CASEBEERS No» excuse me. I agree with 

you totally. The double jeopardy did not attach at that 

point.

The position the defendant was placed In was 

being told» as a businessman» you may face the expense» 

the litigation of us splitting these up Into 26 separate 

trials.

Now* this leads a defendant to take certain 

actions. In this case» the defendant Instructed his 

attorneys that he did not want a trial» and that he 

wanted to plead guilty. The defendant's attorneys
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contacted the Government in January of 1962 and notified

then of that position*

Unfortunately* the Governaent attorneys were 

already aware that Mr* Broce had so instructed his 

attorneys* It was at that point that the Governaent 

told Mr. Broca's attorneys that the defendants would 

have to plead guilty to two Indictments for conspiracy 

or face multiple trials*

That is put out In the affidavit of Mr* 

Crockett* who Is the attorney* That affidavit was never 

refuted by the Governaent and that was the basis — and 

that Is the sole basis* of the plea negotiations In 

this case at this point In tlae* At this point In time* 

the defendants agreed to plead guilty to two indlctaents 

on different projects* in exchange for the Governaent 

net bringing succeeding Indlctaents In Kansas*

There Is no mention of Oklahoma at this time* 

There Is in fact no aentlon of the mail fraud count*

At this point in time* the defendants do enter 

Into court* they do plead guilty* And We have a 

scenario of events where the indictment is actually 

handed down a few days before the plea* The indictment 

Is handed to the defense attorneys the morning of the 

plea* They go in* they plead guilty to two conspiracy 

charges as alleged by the Governaent* which In essence
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— the two indictments as factually analyzed» say 

nothing about the nature of the conspiracy. All they do 

Is Identify two different sections of highway In Kansas 

and two different road projects.

QUESTIONS But if you had some difficulty with 

those Indictments» surely the thing to do Is not to 

plead to them» but to contest them.

HR. CASEBEERS The — that's correct.

Obviously that would have been the correct posture for 

the defense attorneys to take» but they didn't have 

difficulties at that point In time» because as stated In 

Hr. Crockett's affidavit» they never considered —- these 

attorneys never considered — whether or not pleading to 

two conspiracies» two different projects Involved In the 

same conspiracy» Involved a double jeopardy question.

QUESTIONS Well» I guess they Just hadn't 

heard about the Beachner case. The Beachner case was 

decided later» was that right?

HR. CASEBEERS That's correct.

QUESTIONI And at that time» then* the defense 

counsel thought they ought to take advantage of that and 

try to get that finding brought forward In this case.

HR. CASEBEERS I think that Is In part 

correct. I would rephrase It differently* In the fact 

that I believe the Beachner case woke defense counsel up
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to the fact that the Governaent can*t proceed as they 

a I legcd they could*

QUESTION} Well» It Just seeas like the 

defendants in this case freely elected to forego the 

opportunity to raise that question*

NR* CASEBEERi This Court has said* and why I 

would disagree with that» this Court has said that the 

right belongs to the defendant* And if the attorneys 

never advised the defendant that the Governaent could 

not» by the Constitution* proceed and divide up a 

conspiracy* and take each object of the conspiracy* 

which Is a given highway project* the letting of that 

highway project* and prosecute that Individually — 

prosecute each object of the conspiracy In a separate 

count* therefore putting the defendant in a position of 

facing aultiple trials and aultlpie expense* or the 

convenience of a plea agreeaent*

If the defendse counsel ~

QUESTION} halt* They obviously can't do 

that* The Governaent can't do that* But what the 

Governaent can do Is try to prove that there were 26 

separate conspIracles* Instead of one* They could have 

dene that* couldn't they?

NR* CASEBEER} I agree with you*

QUESTION} And they gave up their right to do
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that. That's something of great value that your cl lent

got.

The Governnent said* "We wo n't try to pro ve

26. Y ou p lead to two* and that' 1 1 be It."

HR. CASEBEERt F1 seal ly* I woul a say It's of

great val ue to tell the d efenda nt» ob vl ou sly we 'r e not

going to proce ed on 26 co unts • I ack now 1 edge that as a

value.

QUESTION* But wasn't that the deal?

I can't Imagine that counsel did not know that 

you can't split one conspiracy up Into 26 — that 

doesn't take a whole lot of taaglnatlon. When the 

Government comes in and says* "We're going to bring 26 

separate counts*" and your client says* "Hy goodness* 

why 26? This Is one conspiracy?" It doesn't take a very 

good lawyer to figure out what's going on.

HR. CASEBEER* Number one* I don't think the 

defendant would realize the difference of the nature of 

the conspiracy* whether It's ongoing or —

QUESTIONS He had a lawyer* though* didn't he?

HR. CASEBEER* The lawyer states in his 

affidavit that at no tine did they consider It. They 

never considered the double jeopardy aspects of this 

case at all.

QUESTION* There's no claim of ineffective
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assistance. That wasn't the Tenth Circuit's ruling at 

all* that there was soae sort of Ineffective assistance 

of counsel that would enable hia to go back Into this 

thing?

HR. CASEBEERl ho. The Tenth Circuit's 

ruling* as I understand It* is under the teras of henna 

and Black ledge. Once we see the defendant has been 

convicted twice of the saae crlae* then we get to the 

second subject of this case* and that is the waiver 

Issue* and did the defendant waive 117

One of the ways — and the Court has 

acknowledged waiver of soae personal rights ~ and one 

of the ways he can do that Is through advice of his 

counsel. He understands that he has a double jeopardy 

clala here* and he Is willing to forego that.

QUESTIONS We 11 * there are lots of rights that 

can be waived without that sort of Johnson against 

Zerbest approach* as witness your Fourth Aacndaent 

clala. But here* the Governaent also contends that the 

defendant* In the plea agreeacnt* slaply agreed 

factually that there wore two different consp Ir ac ies.

So In that view* you never get to the double jeopardy 

question* because the defendant Is bound by what he 

pleaded to* for which certainly soae of our cases hold.

NR* CASEBEERS Certainly there are cases such
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as Ricketts that can hold* You can be contractually 

obligated to the teras* But here again* we differ with 

the Governaent's version of the facts* Hr* Chief Justice*

The plea agreement* as it originally formed*

Is in Hr* Crockett's affidavit* and that is that they 

would not continue to seek Indictments against him In 

Kansas* In exchange for a plea to two counts* And the

QUESTION! The plea agreement* I take It* Is 

what's on record In the Olstriot Court* where you have 

the Indictment and the plea?

HR. CASEBEER! Okay* sequentially* the 

indictment and the factual statement* the factual 

statement apparently was — appeared in court the day of 

the plea* The plea agreement — the day of the plea they 

had apparently not finalized the plea agreement* The 

plea agreement was alluded to as being there* but 

changes had been aade In It*

New* I don't know what* obviously* that means* 

the day he's pleading* that they're telling the District 

Court Judge that "we have made some changes In the plea
t'

agreement•*

Hy understanding of the factual situation Is 

that the Government wanted Hr* Broce's assistance In 

Oklahoma on various projects that they were
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InvestIgatIng In Ok lahoaa. At no time was a Kansas 

contractor* who was Indicted in Kansas* over Indicted In 

QkIahoaa.

hr* Broce agreed to give than that assistance 

In Qklahoaa* and it's later determined that the plea — 

he apparently gave then Inforaatlon they didn't have — 

or at least his lawyer alleged that.

But at that time* it is ctear froa the plea 

hearing that nuaber one* the defense counse I was not 

aware* even* that there was going to be a aall fraud 

count dlsalssed. He even confuses at soae point the 

plea agreement* as he understands It at the plea 

hearing* to give his client* hr. Broce and Broce 

Construction* so they would not prosecute hie In 

Nebraska.

It Is clear that at soae point in time* after 

the defendants initially said* rather than go to trial 

and face aultiple Indictments* we agree to plead 

guilty. Now we don't dispute* under the holding of this 

case of the Brady trlology* the Toliett case — 

obviously If we were saying that there was soae coercion 

by the Government* of threatening to violate his 

Constitutional rights of double Jeopardy by bringing him 

multiple Indictments* and we were moving to dismiss the 

first count* and saying that was in violation of his
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Constitutional rights — than thosa casas would apply* 

because the Issue of his factual guilt had already been 

r eso I ved.

Our position on the second count Is not the 

Issue of his factual guilt* because the defendant 

doesn't repudiate the Indictment* he doesn't repudiate 

the Government's statement of facts. What he does say 

Is that at this point In time* the Government had no 

legal right to haul him Into court on the sane charge 

they brought In the first place.

QUESTIONS Well* suppose* Counsel* suppose you 

hadn't pled guilty. Your client hadn't pied guilty and 

had gene to trial and your claim was there was only one 

conspiracy! you can't convict us of two conspiracies.

And the trial court says* well* I guess I'll have to 

decide that Issue* and the court decides there were two 

consp Irac |e s.

Is that a factual determination?

NR* CASEBEERS That's a factual determination.

QUESTIONS And suppose the trial court decides 

that* and you're sentenced for two conspiracies* just 

like you were here* and then later some other court says 

there's only one* And then you come back on Federal 

habeas* or some — ask for relief.

Would you be In the same position where you
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are now?

HR. CASEBEERJ No» I don't think ycu'd be In 

the same po s It I on .

QUESTIONS Why not? Why not?

HR, CASEBEERi Because first of all* you have 

an appeal right that you coulc have taken fro* the 

judge's ruling* and you may have foreclosed your 

position by not taking that appeal. When the Govern — 

when the judge Bade a determination that you hao a •—

QUESTIONS So you would be bound with the — 

you would be bound by the judge's factual finding?

HR, CASEBEERJ If you waived your appeal.

QUESTION; All right* if you waived your 

appeal. Well* you certainly old more than that In your 

plea agreement. You waived a trial as well as an appeal,

HR. CASEBEERJ There's no question about 

waiving all those corst I tut Iona I rights.

QUESTIONS And I thought that we had said that 

the plea agreements at least establish factual guilt. 

Valid — it's a valid determination of factual guilt.

HR. CASEBEERJ We have no problem with the 

factual guilt.

QUESTIONS Well* one of the facts which you 

just conceded Is whether or not there are two 

consp irac les.
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MR* CASEBEER; No* 1 disagree*

I don't believe we've conceded there were two 

ccnsp jr ac ies*

QUESTION; welly 1 Know» but if the trial 

court had determined there were two conspiracies» you 

could not have collaterally attacKeo that later.

MR* CASEBEER; In the Issue as to whether It 

can be collaterally attacked» If there was double 

jeopardy in the case where the trial court found two 

conspiracies» and you had a recourse of appeal» then — 

QUESTION* Ano you waived your appeal*

MR. CASEBEER; And you waived your appeal» 

then I think you're faced with a different problem from 

a defendant who does not have knowledge* I r other — a 

waiver of an appeal --

QUESTION* Knowledge of what?

MR. CASEBEER; A knowledge of the double 

jeopardy rights that he has.

By this» what I'm acdressing is this fact of 

your right to appeal. A defendant may not waive his 

right to appeal. There may be circumstances where lack 

of knowledge of the appeal» the Court may not fine a 

waiver.

My issue» which I present before this Court 

today» is that this Is a defendant without the knowledge

3 S
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and ability to waive* Ana it may turn out the same way* 

although very unlikely» that in a case where a defendant 

Is unaware cf his right of appeal» that he may not have 

wa I vec It •

Going to the issue of tne effect of the plea 

of guilty» the defendant admitted the factual basis of 

the two Indictments» and the cefendant» as I said» does 

net repudiate those today. There is no question he was 

Involved as the Government describes this» as a 

conspiracy In excess of 25 years» that made bidrigging a 

way of life in the State of Kansas.

But the Government also makes those 

allegations In Its official version of the events, even 

though it seeks contrary to Braverman to split up that 

conspiracy. The Government makes a point that In 1973» 

the nature of the conspiracy changed, and that Is 

factually accurate.

Prior to 1973» the State of Kansas woula 

announce in advance Its projects that It was going to 

let for the future year. After 1973» It stopped that 

practice and announced them as they came about during 

the year. The Government felt that was sufficient to 

establish that a conspiracy to rig highway projects no 

longer existed, only a conspiracy to rig incivldual 

projects.

AO
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QUESTIONS May I ask you* on that point* 

supposing they ha d entered Into a written agreement that 

sale in essence* for the next 1C years* we will meet 

whenever a new highway project Is announced* and we will 

agree on the prices for It* and we'll follow certain 

rules when we do it. And the Government alleges that 

agreement In Cotnt One of an indictment.

Then* pursuant to that agreement* three years 

later* they do meet on an Oklahoma City project. It's 

clearly pursuant to the original* but they have to meet 

separately and they have to figure specific prices. 

They're Indicted on that. Then they do it again in 

Kansas City* pursuant to the basic agreement.

They file three counts! one* the long-term 

agreement! secondly* the Kansas City project* and 

thirdly* the Oklahoma City project — three counts.

Would you say that Indictment is duplicitous* 

that you have to give the right to strike two counts of 

that indlctsent?

MR. CASEBEERt 1 would say in response to that 

and I would say that I cannot answer that question.

I would think that It would come under the 

Wilshlre* the common objective. What was the common 

ofc Jec 11 ve ?

QUESTIONS Well* they're trying to sake as
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much eoney cut of highway projects as they can,

MR, CASEBEER* Then I'd say It was 

mu I t i p I ic i t ous » duplicitous and It violates the double 

Jeopardy clause.

QUESTIONS And for that proposition you rely 

on Braverman?

MR. CASEBEER* That's exactly right.

QUESTION* Which holds that If you have one 

continuous conspiracy» you can't split it» but you could 

be indicted for separate objects if the separate objects 

are themselves criminal offenses.

MR. CASEBEER* You coula be indicted for the 

separate objects if they do give rise to separate 

criminal offenses» where the common objective of those 

parties Is to do something other than the conspiracy 

that is raised in Count One or Count Two» and obviously 

we contend that Is not the facts in this case. But I 

would take that position.

QUESTIONS Thank you.

MR. CASEBEER* Regarding the indictments that 

were handed down» In — of essence in this case Is the 

indictments» because that Is the basis on which the 

defendant Is brcught into court» that is the basis upon 

which the defendant is advised by counsel» ana which the 

court Drocecds*
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The purpose of the indictment, obviously* we 

feel, is to Inforra the defendant of the nature of the 

crine that he is being charged tilth. We do allege these 

Indictments are vague, and an analysis has been made by 

both Judge Bohanon ano the Tenth Circuit judges of the 

indictment, and they’re virtually Identical. The only 

thing they co Is take a different section of the Kansas 

highway projects.

The official version, although it does mention 

two conspiracies, It also acknowledges that there was 

one overall conspiracy, referring to a way of life, and 

multiple projects, as I've stated before, within a short 

period of time, which Ray Broce, that they felt he was 

involved in a conspiracy on these projects.

It defies common sense ano logic to say that 

there was only one conspiracy on a single project, and 

the common objective of ail those bidoers on that 

project was to let Broce Construction have that project.

QtESTIONt You know, how much relitigation of 

the factual basis for this case Is permitted on Federal 

habeas? These are things you're supposed to thrash out 

either in a trial or by a plea agreement.

HR. CASEBEERi The object of what your 

Question is, as I understand it, is can it be waived at 

seme po int in t ime.
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QUESTION; It's not can it be waives* It's a 

question — If you've got problems with the indictment* 

If it seems vague to you* If you think no* there's 

really only one conspiracy* not so many separate ones — 

do you fight that at the time that you're pleading to 

the Indictment* or do you go aheaa and pleao guilty and 

then try to raise It years later?

MR. CASEBEERJ Obviously you prefer to fight 

It at the time of the Indictment. That's the 

appropriate time to do It.

This is a case where the indictment was handed 

to the attorneys the day they went into pleao.

QUESTION; They didn't have to pleao if they 

were confused by the inalctment.

MR. CASEBEER; I agree. I can't explain why 

they took the actions they dio* other than they felt for 

some reason because of lack of knowledge of the double 

jeopardy aspects that the Government had a right to do 

what the Government claimed It had a right to do* and 

that was to divide the projects up.

QUESTION; Uhat about they felt that maybe the 

Government couIc prove 26» if they set their mind to it? 

Isn't that the such more plausible explanation? I'd 

rather be found guilty of two than of 26* and that was 

the deal.
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MR. CASEBEER. I would agree that it's very 

likely that they felt that their client was guilty of 

being Involved in the setting up* or attempting to set 

up» 26 projects. I do not think it's plausible» based 

upon their affidavits» that they never considered these 

aspects» that the attorneys considered the nature of 

what the Government was doing and the rights under the 

double jeopardy clause.

I do not believe that's plausible. That's 

Just — they just never consiaered it» and I've 

Interviewed the*» and It just never occurrec to them.

QUESTION! Well» if you win» their lack of 

discernment has served their client quite well.

MR. CASEBEER! Yes» in certain aegrees the 

Government does pay some price for this.

But» and again» It was the Governnent — the 

Government was obviously aware of Bravernan before they 

brought these Indictments. This was a case where the 

Government was aware that the defense counsels were 

coming In to plead guilty» and they decided to seek two 

Ind ic tmen ts .

This is the only Kansas contractor that they 

took that approach with» and they have to also bear some 

responsibility for knowledge that the maximum penalty» 

whether you agree with It or not» by statute is SI

A 5
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million. In this case* they sought to double the 

penalty of 3750*0C0 and exceed the saxiiiun penalty 

permitted by statute. They also took their gambles by 

doing so* In the fact that if the actions they took were 

Improper according to the Constitution* that they had no 

right to take their action* then they gambled to get an 

extra J50C*C00.

Now* in this case* as far as the Ck iahoma 

projects* in the remaining time I'd like to direct my 

attentI on to that•

There's some indication that there — 

obviously* there's some agreement In the plea agreement* 

there were some changes made in tne plea agreement to 

require hr. Broce's cooperation In Ck Iahoma. In 

Oklahoma he was given* on certain projects* immunity to 

t est I fy .

And in this case* what the Tentn Circuit 

simply said was that the Government having once taken 

their position in order to try to manipulate this 

situation* for lack of a better term* cannot complain 

now that they've lost some type of prosecutor advantage* 

because of the actions that they took which were invaIia 

according to Constitutional standards to begin with.

QUESTION; what In particular did the 

Government co to mislead?
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MR. CASEBEERJ The Government» in particular 

to mislead» as far as we are concerned» took the 

position that they were going to prosecute one person 

right after — you Know» one time right after another. 

We are going to haul you into court time anc time again 

if you do not plead.

Now» that in itself Is within probably a 

prosecutor's discretion of taking a tough line position. 

But it was clear from the evidence — we have not 

mentioned here the fact that the facts show that the 

Government had only one conspiracy to deal with* and the 

facts were the sane to the Government as they were to 

the courts and the defense counsel.

And by taking the position that they would 

ignore the fact that the statute only allowed one 

prosecution and one penalty fcr this crime» but In 

essence you may not pay that penalty — you may be found 

not guilty» but we will penalize you more by bringing 

you back to court time ano time again.

QUESTIONI And that Is misleading? That is 

mislead in g?

MR. CASEBEER. To a degree it is. 1 share 

your concern ~ I understand It's not come out directly.

QUESTION. You have here a case where a 

sizable corporation with paid counsel makes a decision*

4 7
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and ycu say that they were ill-advised?

MR. CASEBEERS I think that's the correct 

term» l I I-acvlsed.

QUESTION; Counsel» you say the statute only 

allows for one prosecution. Suppose all the facts the 

Government Knew» there was a bid In Oklahoma City» and 

another one In Kansas City» each of which was rigged. 

They didn't know there was any connection» other then 

similar parties» and the defendants knew this was part 

of a long-range plan. They'd been doing it for years 

and years» every time they hao a chance but the 

Government only knows about two of them.

The defendants think» well» we really better 

not tell them about the long-run thing» because it might 

be not in our best interest. Could they prosecute the 

two of them then?

MR. CASEBEERt The Defendants are indeed in a 

disadvantaged position» because obviously they cannot go 

to Kansas and say» "We are In a long-term conspiracy»" 

or —

QUESTION; But under the facts 1 give you» 

could they be subjected to two prosecutions?

MR. CASEBEERS They could be subjected to two 

prosecutions if — and this goes back to the —

QUESTIONS Each of which would prove all the
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elements* an agreement to fix prices in a particular 

market* one* Oklahoma City* and another In Kansas City.

And Just — they don't happen to know aoout 

this long-range backdrop. They could go to jail twice* 

couldn't they?

MR. CASEBEER; That's correct* ano the 

fundamental —

QUESTION. ke I I » then why can't they go to 

Jail twice if they go ahead and tell them the rest of 

the facts?

MR. CASEBEER; The fundamental oifference that 

I see with the scenario you put forth is you said the 

defendants were aware. And if the defendants were aware 

of it* and they were aware that the Government coulo be 

limited to one conspiracy charge —

QUESTIONS Well* I'm suggesting mayoe they 

ecuIdr't be .

MR. CASEBEER; You mean that if they weren't —

QUESTION. Because if eacn of the crimes is an 

object of a long-run conspiracy* you can't split that 

long-run conspiracy Into different crimes. But each of 

the objects* each of the objects that Is itself unlawful 

can be prosecuted separately. That's what Braverman 

h cIcs .

MR. CASEBEER; The object Itself can be

AS
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prosecuted separately. 1 agree.

QUESTIONS Right.

MR. CASEBEERS If the Government had chosen to 

proceed that way. And In none of these cases —

QUESTIONS And here* the problem is that you 

got Involved In too many Olds. That's why you're 

subject to prosecution so many tines.

MR. CASEBEERS That is correct to some 

degree. 6ut the Government never proceeded that way.

All their procedures were under the conspiracy* and the 

only thing I can argue is the charges they brought* 

which were conspiracy.

If there was a conspiracy charge and an object 

charge* you don't have a double jeopardy problem ano

we're —

OLES T ION; I'm not sure that the two of you 

mean the sane thing by in an object charge. I think 

Justice Stevens means you can prosecute a separate* 

Individual conspiracy. You don't — that's not what you 

mean by an object. You mean if the object of the later 

conspiracy is to murder somebody* you can prosecute the 

murder* net the conspiracy to murder.

MR. CASEBEERS You're — that's the way I was 

referring to It.

QUESTIONI Yes* but I'm suggesting the object

5 C
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of a long-run conspiracy can be a particular bid-rigging 

job» which also has the name conspiracy. But there's no 

reason why you can't have a long-range agreement» and 

then pursuant tc that agreement enter Into separate 

agreements from time to time as objects of the long-run.

MR. CASEBEERt I would answer the same way I 

answered before. If they have the common objective» 1 

still think the double jeopardy holds.

QUESTIONS We II» I understand» out Braverman 

doesn't say that.

MR. CASEBEER. In this situation» the 

defendant raised his challenge in the District Court» 

which Is affirmed In the Tenth Circuit» and ail of those 

Tenth Circuit opinions give a very detailed analysis of 

the various cases and the actual facts.

There was a factual record stipulated to by 

the parties* and that was the Beachner record. That 

record conclusively showed only one conspiracy. That 

issue was taken to the Tenth Circuit and affirmed 

there. No cert was requested by this Court. The 

Government was in a position where they knew that the 

defendant had» In essence» been subject to a prosecution 

twice for the same crime. That Is the only essence of 

what we're bringing before this Court now» was not 

whether he was guilty or innocent» but whether they had
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the legal right to bring the charge In the second place.

The difference we would see In Ricketts and 

where we recognize that the Court to some degree has 

held that a person can contract away their double 

jeopardy rights by their agreement as number one» we 

hold that no contractor In Kansas was prosecuted in 

Oklahoma. Secondly» there was no Indictment against 

Broce In Gklahosa* no Indictment indicated against Broce 

In Oklahoaa. The plea agreement to require Broce's 

cooperation in Ck lahoma was to — the Immunity in 

Oklahoma was to obtain his cooperation.

Thank you» gentlemen» ladies.

CHIEF JUSTICE REHNQUIST. Thank you» Mr.

Casebeer.

Mr. Englert» you have four minutes remaining.

REBUTTAL ARGUMENT BY ROY T. ENGLERT 

CN BEHALF OF THE PETITIONER

MR. ENGLERT; Thank you» your Honor.

A few brief points; the plea taking hearing 

Is reprinted In Its entirety on pages 29 to 49 of the 

Joint appendix» and my reading of that hearing Is rather 

different from Mr. Casebeer's. I just leave that for 

the Court to lock at» If it believes there is anything 

laportant In those facts.

Mr. Casebeer says there should be a Johnson v.
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Zerbest waiver required In this case. Criminal 

defendants lose rights all the time» without being aware 

of them» because their lawyers fail to object to trial 

or fall to do other things. The question that raises is 

Ineffective assistance of counsel. This is not an 

ineffective assistance of counsel case.

I don't think -- It has not been contended» 

and I don't think It coula be seriously contended that 

It was outside the range of professional competence not 

to raise this Issue before entering into this very 

advantageous plea agreement for these defendants.

Finally» I'd like to say a word about the 

underlying facts of Beachner and of this case.

Before 1973» every Kansas highway construction 

Jcb was rigged virtually every job. In 1973* a company 

called Sanorl Construction Company went out cf business. 

Following that» our antitrust division did an analysis 

and saw that only about 10 percent of the jobs were 

rigged. The rest were bio competitively.

That was why we thought then ano we sti ll 

think today» that there were separate consoiracies in 

this case. We did litigate that issue and lose In 

Beachner. ke have not asked this Court to review it» 

but we certainly were proceeding in good faith in trying 

to prosecute these conspiracies separately tor that
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reason.

Again* we're not contesting Beachner, but I 

can't resist adclng, we think that's a rlolculous 

decision. The Court said that there's a common 

objective to fix prices and therefore raise profits. 

Therefore, without more, there Is one consoiracy. That 

is not —

QUESTION. Mor, frequently people feel that 

way when they lose.

HR. ENGLERT* Yes, your Honor.

[Laughter I

HR. ENGLERTt Thank you.

CHIEF JUSTICE REHNQ LIST. Thank you, Mr.

Eng ler t.

The case Is submitted.

(Whereupon, at 10;56 o'clock a.m., the case In 

the above-titled matter was submitted.)
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